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Cultural transformation 232
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Diagnostic instruments 208
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Directives 216
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Disciplinary action 216
Discipline 135
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contract 201
cross-section 214
decision-making and 135
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needs of 72
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safety concerns of 70
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Executive(s) 116–128, 233
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Expectations 218
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Eye protection 138
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investigations of 61
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Fear 216
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lack of direct 238
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Fischer, Scott 105–107
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Fluctuating priorities 220
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motivation to improve safety 18–19
organizational 26
performance goals 182
personality of 27–30
primary motives in safety 18
role in engaging others 146
Leader-Member Exchange 68–71, 79, 132, 146, 174, 193, 201, 226
Leadership 168, 197, 214, 218, 223, 233
as improvement target 224
as mechanism for culture change 244
best practices 186, 195
cultural characteristics 195
coaching 178, 182, 237
culture and 46
driving the culture from 195
effective 204
effectiveness 167
feedback assessments 170
focus on 249
hazards and 14, 154
impact on safety excellence 200
improvement of 165
influence 33
motivation and 48
observation 182
opportunity of 144
performance ratings 179
predictive of success
in safety initiatives 46
problems 186
role in creating organizational
culture and safety climate 16–18
safety improvement and 16–22
site 193
strengths and weaknesses of 238
support of 170
task of 18
vision and communication 145
vs. management 47–49
Leadership behavior(s) 238
critical 236, 238
culture and 234
reinforcing 201
Leadership best practices 238, 239.
See also Best practices
Leadership capability 179, 185
Leadership coaching. See Coaching Leadership development 179, 182, 183, 188, 201
activities 196
long history of 200
Leadership Diagnostic Instrument 57, 167, 177–180, 202, 209
at consumer products company 214
at energy and utilities company 181
at Gulf Coast chemical company 185–186
at metals and mining company 177
Leadership difficulties
   Emotional Resilience and 33
Leadership dimension 27
Leadership effectiveness
   Collegiality and 31
Leadership emergence 31
   Extroversion and 33
Leadership observation
   feedback and 201, 206
Leadership plan 122–123
Leadership practices 208, 238
gaps in 221
in safety 208
Leadership skill(s) 116, 227
   strong 237
Leadership style 20, 27, 38–44, 214, 238
cultivating 43–44
difference between 41
Leadership team 127, 186
   initiatives 170
Leadership training seminar 178
Leadership workshops 182
Leading indicator(s) 147
   necessity of 14
Leading with safety 2, 208
Lead with safety 3, 46
Learning 223
Learning Orientation 28, 31
Lessons learned 218
Leverage 168
Lighting 203
Lincoln, Abraham 135
Lock-out tag-out 104
Lost-time 3
Low-severity events 12
Low functioning 214
Low trust 16
Lubricants 199
Luck 14
M

Machiavellian 116
Machine-guarding program 217
Management 124, 144, 153, 159, 199
   actions of 130
   definition of 133
   labor and 142
   lack of integrated 220
   support of 154
   task of 18
   trust in 233
Management by exception 39
Management chain 229
Management commitment
   link to safety outcomes 77
   meaning of 80
Management credibility 68, 71–72, 174,
   193, 195, 201, 216, 228
Management skills 229
Management sponsor 151, 203, 217
Management team 186, 192
Manager(s) 125, 216, 227, 233
   contact with hourly workforce 216
   maintaining an effective balance 230
   middle 116
   organizational goals and 18–19
   role in employee-driven process 200
   role of 154
   subordinate 234
Managing resources 209
Manufacturing facility 109
Manufacturing organization 1, 36
Manufacturing vice president 91
Marketing 2
Market cap 3
Market conditions 1
Maturity 35
Mayer, R.G. 90
Measures 169
Mechanisms and processes
   critical role of 20–22
   supervisors and 21
Medical errors 12
Meta-analysis 190
Metals and mining company 176–178
Military organization 174
Minority opinions 228
Misalignment 199

Mission Operations 233, 240
   at Johnson Space Center 246
Mission safety 224
Mississippi River 192
Mistrust 216
Misunderstandings 132
Money 37
Monthly reports 21
Montreal 199–200
Morale 1, 37
Motivation 95, 101
   of employees 37
   of leaders to improve safety 18–19
Motor vehicles 174
   fatalities 171
Mountain-climbing 106
Mountain Madness 105–106
Mount Everest disaster 105–107
Multi-level intervention 217
Multi-rater feedback 237, 239
Multiple objectives 137
Mutually supportive 214, 218
Mutual trust 133

N

NASA 21, 170, 219–249
Natural inclinations 43
   toward safety 19
Near miss(es) 150
Negative feedback 55
Negative issues 229
Night shifts 216
Nine dimensions of
   organizational functioning 193
Nitrogen 207
Non-enabled situations 130
Non-performance 239
Normative database 67
Norms database 178, 193
Northbrook 207
North America 213

O

O'Keefe, Sean 223
O'Neill, Paul 2–3
Objectives and vision statement 165–166,
   172, 177, 179, 183, 186
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Observation(s) 148, 203, 238
Observation and feedback
  of leaders 201
OGCDI 193, 212, 224, 236, 242–243
  at armed services branch 172–175
  at chemical manufacturer 184–186
  at energy and utilities company 179–181
Oil refinery 124
Openness 199
Openness to change 75
Operating profits 18
Operating units 173
Operationally-defined objectives 164
Operational decisions 146
Operational definitions 148
Operational excellence 3
  parameters 2
Operational pressures 222
Operations 1
Operations backgrounds 8
Operator error 11
Order of effects 108
Organization
  dysfunctional 187
Organization’s mission
  individual’s needs and 43
Organizational cause(s) 220, 223
Organizational change 22, 90
  magic in 21
Organizational citizenship 19, 137
Organizational culture 20, 26, 27, 46, 116, 124
  definition of 17
  four pillars of 174
  weak 11
Organizational culture and safety climate See also Organizational Culture Diagnostic Instrument
  20, 59–82, 188, 224
at NASA 219–249
  dimensions of 61–81
  leadership and 16–18
  measurement of:
    perceptions and 62–64
  predictive relationships to outcomes 64
Organizational Culture Diagnostic Instrument (OCDDI) 125, 158, 167, 193, 197, 205, 208–209, 212, 214, 224–228, 236, 242–243,
at armed services branch 172–175
at chemical manufacturer 184–186
at Edmonton refinery 200, 205
at energy and utilities company 180–181
at Gulf Coast chemical company 184
at Oakville refinery 201
at PCS Phosphate 210
at Puerto Rican consumer products company 187, 215
Organizational development 42
Organizational effectiveness 19
Organizational excellence
  safety as a metaphor for 46
Organizational functioning 153, 193
  and safety outcomes 3
  dimensions of 60–82
Organizational growth 206
Organizational levels 186
Organizational life 18, 62, 86
Organizational objectives 104, 133
Organizational practices 220
Organizational priorities 130
Organizational realities 87
Organizational Safety Model 5, 7, 166
  successful safety leadership and 26
Organizational scope 169
Organizational structure 223
Organizational support 195
Organizational sustaining systems 10, 16, 46, 166, 172
Organizational value(s) 193
  underlying definition of desired culture 230
Organization Dimension 64, 75, 174, 185, 193, 216
Outcome(s) 193
Outcome fairness 135
Outcome measure(s) 173
Outcome study 190
Outside resources 211
Overconfidence bias 107–108
Overtime 135
Ownership 217

P

Paperwork 137, 138
Paper machine 143–144
Parochialism 121

269
Project-driven 230
Promotion
   as extrinsic value 35
Psychology 2, 86, 104
Public speaking 152
Puerto Rico 213-218
Punishment 71
Punitive 216

Q
Quality 2
Quality improvement
   lessons of 21
Quality issues 213
Quality of leadership
   as variable in Working Interface 10
Quality problems 186
Quid-pro-quo 38

R
Raising safety concerns 78
Random variability 14
Raze events 13
Rash of injuries 14
Raw scores
   at Glenn Research Center 243
   at Johnson Space Center 246-247
Rebound effect 165
Recency bias 107-108, 110
Reciprocity 2, 68, 72
Recognition 156
Recognition and feedback 178, 195
   as best practice 48, 55
Recordable(s)
   incident 126
   injury frequency 206
   rate 165, 192
Recordable injury 211
Recordable rate 212
Reducing uncertainty 71
Redundancy 109
Reinforcer 90
Relationship 211
Relationship-oriented leadership. See
   Transformational leadership
Relationships 35
Relationship building 195
Relationship orientation 230
Reliable execution 88
Remedial strategy 116
Renew the process 150-151
Reorganization 34
Representativeness 70
Resentment 56
Resistance 62
Resource(s) 130, 211
   and programs 78
   balancing with objectives 170
   constraints 220
Resourcefulness 203
Respect 211
   for individuals 228
Respectful 199
Respiratory protection 203
Response bias 243
Response rate 225, 242
Response to change 62
Responsibility
   abdication of 38
Results-focused 199
Retreat 214
Retribution 216
Reward(s) 71, 135
Ringing doorbell 88-89
Risky work 125
Risk management 220, 223
Root cause 150
   analysis 148
Rosy retrospection 109

S
Safety 195, 207, 229
   activities 93, 138
   as an organizational value 172
   as a driving value 16-17, 46
   as cooperative effort 144
   as vehicle for leadership
devolution 176
audit 109
commitments 154
communication 154
concerns 172
improvement 207
infrastructure 166
management system 207
organizational commitment to 193
organizational practices
detrimental to 220
procedure 132
strategic role of 42
value for 195
Safety-related behavior 75
Safety-Specific Dimension 64, 77-81
Safety and Mission Success Week 228, 236
Safety Climate 16, 77-81, 216 See also
Climate; Organizational culture and
safety climate; Organizational
Culture Diagnostic Instrument
(OCDU)
as dimension of organizational
functioning 59-61, 63, 65-67, 77-78,
80, 173-174, 180-181, 201, 205, 236
at NASA 224-225,
culture survey and 230, 243-248
favorable 231
improvement in 249
organizational culture and 17
strong 222

Safety community 10
Safety concerns
avoid raising 213
Safety contacts 138-140
Safety enabling systems 10, 15, 46,
125, 130, 166, 168
Safety excellence 199
as guiding principle 246
leadership and 27
Safety improvement 142
comprehensive approach 213
core elements 165
evaluating readiness for 157
mechanism 147
project 190
strategies for 164
Safety incentives 55, 94
Safety indicators 213
Safety initiative(s) 91, 165, 218
relation to culture and climate 64
success of 46
Safety interventions 101
Safety leader 208
Safety leader(s) 8
effective 14
great 35-36
great no different from great leaders
generally 19-20
influencing the behavior of 19
role of 18
transactional 42
transformational 42
Safety leadership 190-191, 208
at all levels 151
behaviors 19
best practices in 48-58
capacity 168
successful 27
Safety leadership development
at chemical manufacturer 183-186
at energy and utility company 179-183
at metals and mining
company 176-178
combined with employee-driven
methods 191
Safety Leadership Model 19, 26
dimensions of organizational
functioning and 60
Safety leadership skills
enhancing 211
Safety management system 211
Safety manager 186
Safety meeting(s) 76, 130, 137, 140, 153
Safety outcome(s) 193
and climate 77
leadership performance and 3
organizational influences on 80
Organization Dimension and 64, 69
safety leadership and 16
supervisors and 130
Team Dimension and 75
Safety performance 1, 3, 199, 200
excellence 231
weak 109
Safety processes
leader accountability and 16
Safety professionals 139
Safety program(s) 137
Safety programs 207
Safety regulations 211
Safety results
at consumer products
manufacturer 217-218
Safety Science 190
Safety shortcuts 127
Safety system(s) 15, 109
organizational goals and performance of 18
primary motives in safety processes and role in employee-driven process role of 129-140, 153-154 skill building 206 Supervisor-member relationships 133 Supervisory development methodology 183 Supervisory effectiveness course 216 Support functions 229 Surfactants 192 Survey(s) 168 of NASA employees 223-224 scales 224, 246 vs. diagnostic instruments 67 Sustainability 155 Sustainable change 218 Sustained and steady growth 39 Sustaining organizational (safety) systems. See Organizational sustaining systems System(s) 196 issues 195

T
Tailgate meetings 140 Task achievement 229 Task forces 232 Task orientation 152, 230 Team 75, 127, 214 dysfunctional 79 effectiveness of 19 identity 76 Team-building 152 Teamwork 75-77, 205, 224, 226 Team Dimension 64, 75-77 Team functioning 69, 79, 105, 181 effective 226 perceptions of 75 Team leader(s) 79, 195 Team member(s) 131, 133, 152 Technical ability 19 Technical capabilities 223 Technical excellence 220 Technical failure 220 Technical organizations 230 Technical positions 229 Technician(s) 193, 195, 196 Time 137 Time management skills 152 Tuning 90 Toolbox meetings 196 Tools 138, 203 Top performers 213 Top safety performer 217 Traditional job duties 62 Training 93, 133, 135, 152 as variable in Working Interface 10 for leaders 170 in performance management skills 195 Training presentations 158 Training programs vs. real organizational change 20 Transactional leadership 38-39, 41, 71 constructive 38 corrective 39 safety activities of 42 Transformational leadership 38-41, 71 as predictor of safety performance 40 safety activities of 42 Trinidad 207 Trust 71, 76, 193, 199 in management increasing 218 lack of 213 Trustworthy 199 Turnover 176 Two-o’clock rule 106-107

U
Underlying causes 211 Union 135, 144, 151, 205 leaders 159 Union affiliation 197 Unique strengths and weaknesses 197 United States 207, 213 Unsafe workplace 19 Unstated assumptions 166, 222 Unwanted events 12 Upward Communication 69, 77-81, 154, 174, 181, 201, 205, 209, 216, 226-228, 234 inhibition of 230 Upward feedback 228 Urgency and Time Requirements 169
Index

V
Vacation 135
Values 27, 35–38, 46, 238, 239
extrinsic 35–38
importance of 231
imposing on employees 19
intrinsic 35
lack of visibility 61
of employees 2
shared 19
Value for safety 195
Venting systems 10
Vision 17, 156, 166, 178, 203, 233
as best practice 48–50
direction and 218
safety 211
Vision statement 164–165
Voice 136

W
Walking/working surfaces 203
Warrior(s) 171, 174
Warrior culture 175
Weak leadership 213
Western oil company 34
White Springs 208
Wishful thinking 109–110
Worker(s) 42, 130, 132, 216, 217
behavior 11
behavior and system
configuration 10
engaging 139
interaction with technology 10
organizational goals and 18
reducing exposure and 142–160
role of 153
safety activities of 154
Worker-supervisor relations 75, 79
Workforce(s) 130
reduction in 34
similar 15
Workgroup(s) 193
climate of 131
dysfunctional 64, 76, 79, 135
small 196
Workgroup Relations 75–77, 201,
205, 226, 234
Working Interface 13–16, 16, 20, 20–21,
46, 79, 104, 124, 128, 139,
144, 147–150, 166–167, 170–171,
199
data on 217
definition of 10–11
measurement of 214
workers and 143
Working relationship(s) 133–134, 140
as exchange 133
Workplace 132
Workshop(s) 158, 164, 170, 188,
208, 239
leadership 182, 215
Work practices 193
Work schedules 135
Work stoppage 204
World-class 166, 176
HSE performer 197
HSE system 192
organization 185
performance 193
performer 194
safety 179
Wrong objectives 166

Z
Zero harm 204
Zero injuries 127
recordable 200